We study of the quantum scalar field in the background of BTZ black hole and evaluate the entanglement entropy of the non-vacuum states. The entropy is proportional to the area of event horizon for the ground state, but the area law is violated in the case of non-vacuum state (first excited state and mixed states) and the corrections scales as power law.
I. INTRODUCTION
The origin of black hole entropy has remained mysterious for a long time. There are various approaches to understand the black hole entropy [1, 2] . In the simplest approach one consider the quantum fields in the black hole space time and compute the black hole entropy using entanglement entropy approach [3, 4] . The earliest attempt to understand the area law in terms of microscopic degrees of freedom refers to holographic principle by t'Hooft and Susskind [5] [6] [7] . Also the direct counting of black hole microstates for BTZ black hole by Strominger and Vafa established the area law of black hole thermodynamics [8] . The AdS/CFT has provided further insights into the black hole entropy [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Here, we are interested in the first principle approach to BTZ black hole entropy in terms of entanglement of quantum fields in black hole space-time [13] [14] [15] . The entanglement entropy provides the necessary information between the system inside and outside of the horizon and correlation between them. The behaviour of quantum fields in background of black hole (gravitational system) is not universal, but all of them show that the entropy obeys the area law for the ground state [16, 17] .
The entanglement entropy calculation was first done by Bombelli et. al. [3] and Srednicki [4] applied to the sphere. The leading term of entropy is (R/a) 2 , where "a" is the lattice spacing. The coefficient of proportionally constant was calculated, which is not universal.
Using this formalism Das et. al. [18] [19] [20] showed that entropy of scalar field in the background of Schwarzschild black hole for first excited state and mixed state. The first excited state violates the area law and it is impossible to recover it. The mixed state recover the area law at large horizon radius, but in small horizon radius it is linear superposition of ground and first excited state entropy.
The entanglement entropy measure the correlation between two subsystems, depending upon the geometry of the surface, which is separated by the subsystem. To calculate the entropy of the scalar field propagating in BTZ black hole space-time, we consider the density matrix ρ by tracing over the degree of freedom located inside the horizon of radius.
The eigenvalue value of the density matrix (outside and inside) will be the same. We can understand this as they share same boundary and the entropy depend upon the area of the shared boundary.
In this paper, we study the area law of scalar fields in the background of BTZ black hole for first excited state and mixed states (superposition of ground state and first excited state). In the ground state the entropy follows the area law [21, 22] . For the excited state the area-entropy relation is given by S = a 1 ( r + a ) µ [19] , where r + is the horizon radius. The value of exponent is less then unity (µ < 1) in the case of excited state. The entropy of mixed state also scales as power law correction and is given by the relation [20] . The numerical parameter b 2 is vanishing at the large horizon radius and the entropy of mixed state approaches ground state but the correction term does not vanish for small horizon area.
The paper is organized as follows. We study the formalism of quantum scalar fields in BTZ space time and the entanglement entropy of the system in ground state and first excited state and mixed state in section (II) and the quantum scalar field in the background of BTZ black hole in section (III). The power law corrections to entropy for first excited state and mixed state are evaluated and the values of the parameters are estimated numerically in section (IV). Finally, we discuss the results and its implications for black hole entropy in section (V).
II. A MODEL ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY OF SCALAR FIELD
In this section, we discuss the formalism of entanglement entropy of scalar field in BTZ background for ground state, first excited state and the mixed state.
A. Ground State
Let us consider a system of coupled harmonic oscillators q A (A=1,.......,N) to study the entanglement entropy of the system, the Hamiltonian of the system is written as,
Where canonical momentum corresponding to the q A is p A = aδ ABq B , δ AB is Kronecker delta and V AB is real, symmetric, positive definite matrix and "a" is fundamental length characterizing the system.
The total Hamiltonian is re-written as,
where W is symmetric, positive definite matrix satisfying the condition
are the creation and annihilation operators similar to harmonic oscillator problem and they obey the commutation relation,
If ψ 0 is the ground state for the harmonic oscillator system, then it follow the condition (p A − iW AC q C )|ψ GS >= 0 and the solution is given by, [3] ψ GS ({q
We split q A into two subsystems, {q a } (a = 1, 2, .......n B ) and {q α } (α = n B + 1, n B + 2, .......N). The matrix W naturally splits into four blocks as,
The reduced density matrix of the subsystem "1" is obtained by tracing the degrees of freedom of the subsystem "2", and is given by;
where
The reduced density matrix of the system '1' is obtained by tracing the degrees of freedom of the system '2' and is same as above equation (5). The system can be diagonalized by the unitary matrix U and the
Thus the density matrix reduces to [3] ,
where λ i are the eigenvalues of the matrix Λ
The entropy S ent = −T r(ρ red ln ρ red ) of the system is given by
[1] The subsystem {q a } and subsystem {q α } regards as the inside and outside mode of the horizon. [2] The subsystem "1" and subsystem "2" refers to the former subsystem "a" and later subsystem "α".
The entanglement entropy of the system is given by the relation,
B. First Excited State
If ψ GS is the ground state for the harmonic oscillator system, then we calculate the first excited state ψ ES by the relation,
where 
We split q A into two subsystems, q a (a = 1, 2, .......n B ) and
It is given by the relation
. Where
Where "y" is N dimensional column vector and is given by,
The density matrix of the subsystem is "1" is obtained by tracing the degree of freedom of the subsystem "2" ("1" and "2" refers to the subsystem "a" and "α" respectively) and is given by,
This is density matrix of excited state and it is not similar to the ground state density matrix. So we can not factorize this matrix into harmonic oscillator density matrix because the excited state density matrix does not contain exponential terms and it can not be written as a product of harmonic oscillator systems. We can take the limit [20] ,
where q
(1, 1, ....). In this limit, the density matrix can be written as,
Finally the reduced density matrix for the excited state is written as [20] ,
where (G
ab , and κ = T r(HD −1 ). Now, this density matrix (14) is similar to the ground state density matrix (5), This can be factorized into the harmonic oscillator density matrix. where λ i are the eigenvalues of the matrix, where λ
The entropy of the excited state computed using the relation (8).
C. Mixed State
The mixed state is the linear superposition of ground state and first excited state, the wave function of the mixed state is given as,
The density matrix of the mixed state is written as,
where ρ X is the interaction term and it is written as,
Now we split q A into two subsystems, q a (a = 1, 2, .......n B ) and q α (α = n B + 1, n B + 2, .......N). We can write the reduced density matrix of the system"1" obtained by tracing the degree of freedom of the system "2" ,
where u(q a , q
Now, we define the
The density matrix of superposition state is re-written as,
and
The value of k 0 = for high mixing.
This is density matrix of mixed state and it is not similar to the ground state density matrix. So we can not factorize this matrix into harmonic oscillator density matrix. We can take the limit [19] ,
Then F (q a , q ′b ) is re-defined as,
Finally, the density matrix of the mixed is expressed in the form [19] ,
and N = −κ 2 y Y − BD −1 y X . The form of this density matrix (23) is similar to the ground state density matrix (5) and can be used to calculate the entropy of the mixed state. Therefore we can calculate the entropy of the mixed states using the relation S = −tr(ρ log ρ), substitute the value of density matrix from equation (23) and compute the associated entropy of the mixed states using the equation (8) . The eigenvalue value of the density matrix is λ
III. SCALAR FIELDS IN BTZ BLACK HOLE SPACE-TIME
Let us consider the action of the (2+1) dimensional gravity with cosmological constant [23] ,
where Λ = − 1 l 2 is the cosmological constant. The BTZ black hole is solution of (2+1) dimensional gravity with negative cosmological constant [23] and the metric is given by;
where −∞ < t < ∞ and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π.
The solution is parametrized by the mass M and angular momentum J of the black hole and they obey, M > 0 and |J| < Ml. The inner and outer horizon of the BTZ black hole are located at
In the extremal case J = Ml,the inner and outer horizons coincide.
The proper length from the horizon is given by r 2 = r 2 + cosh 2 ρ+ r 2 − sinh 2 ρ and the metric of the black hole can be rewritten as;
where, r
The action of massless scalar field in the background of BTZ black hole is written as,
The conjugate momentum π m conjugate to Φ m , is given by,
We define the new momentum to diagonalise the Hamiltonian,
The Hamiltonian of the scalar field in the BTZ background space-time is [21] ,
The system can be discretized as,
where A,B=1,2 ....N and "a" is UV cut-off length. We regain the continuum limit by taking the a → 0 and N → ∞ while the size of the system fixed. The cut-off parameter, "a" which is defined here as a mere lattice spacing becomes the cut-off at Plank length in the quantum gravity.
The Hamiltonian of the system can be discretized using the replacements,
and the corresponding discretized Hamiltonian of the scalar field in the BTZ black hole is identical to the the set of N coupled harmonic oscillators. it is given as,
where p A = aδ ABq B is the canonical momentum conjugate to q A .
We discretized the Hamiltonian using the middle point prescription. To make the Hamiltonian of the system finite, we replace the terms using the identity
Here
The N × N matrix representation of the V m AB is given by
The matrix elements are,
Where ∆ A is a off diagonal term represents the interactions. We compare this with the corresponding Hamiltonian in the section (II) and evaluate the entanglement entropy of the first excited state and mixed states.
The total entropy of the system is given as the sum of all modes "m" (azimuthal angular momentum) [24] ,
Where S(n B , N) is the entanglement entropy of the total system N with partition size n B .
The S 0 is the entropy of the system at (m=0), and S m ent is the entropy of the subsystem for given value azimuthal quantum number "m". The equation (38) is infinite series, it converges for large value of "m". We truncate the series depending on the accuracy , which we required.
IV. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPY
In this section, we study the entropy of first excited and mixed states using the entanglement entropy method outlined in the section section (II). We plots the graph of entropy as a function of R = n B a, where n B is the size of partition. The entropy varies linearly as a function of (R/a) in ground state entropy. In first excited state it is not a linear function of (R/a). The same result applies to the mixed states at small horizon radius, but for black holes it approaches linear relation. If the hyper surface is taken at the horizon of black hole then the entropy become proportional to the (r + /a) and we can interpret it as black hole entropy.
A. First Excited state
In figure (I) , we have plotted the entropy S EH as a function of ( r + a ), where r + horizon radius of the BTZ black hole and "a" is identified as fundamental scale of the system and can be taken as Plank length in the fundamental theory of gravity. From these plots we interpret that the entropy of for excited state does not follow the area law and the entropy of excited state is given by the relation, The parameter a 1 increases and parameter µ decreases with excitation value o. It is impossible to recover the area law for excited state with increasing the excitation number o. The slope of fitting lines are increasing with the number of excitations and decreasing the value of exponent tabulated in the table (I). It is impossible to recover the area law for excited state at the large horizon radius as well as excitation number, but it will be approaching to the area law at the small horizon area and the small excitation number. 
B. Mixed states
The entropy of the mixed state is shown in figure (3) . This figure shows that at large distances the entropy of mixed state approach the ground state entropy. The relative entropy of the ground state vs mixed state (for equal and high mixing) are shown in figure (2) and the form of mixed state is,
Here, b 1 , b 2 and ν are the fitting parameters. 
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have obtained the power law correction to entanglement entropy for both excited state and the mixed state for the scalar field in BTZ black hole space-time.
The ground state follows the Bekenstein-Hawking area law, while the excited state entropy turned out as power of area and the power of area is less then unity. The numerical results show that the area law is violated for the excited state and the power of area deceases with the large area radius as well as excitation numbers.
The entropy of mixed states is a linear combination of ground state entropy and the entropy of excited states.The area law is violated not only for the excited state, but also for the superposition of the ground and excited states. For the small horizon area the exponent of area law decreases with increasing the excitation parameters. But for the large horizon areas, these corrections are small and we recover the area law.
The Bekenstein-Hawking area law not only says about the proportionality constant but also about the power of area. This work suggests that the area law exhibits dependence upon the choice of states. It is very interesting to investigate the corrections to the black hole entropy with higher curvature terms and higher excited states.
